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She:kon, lohahujay Nyongots. I am Ava Hill, Mohawk, Wolf Clan and I

am the Elected Chief of the Six Nations of the Grand River Territory, the

largest populated Indigenous community in Canada. Since 1995, we

have had Canada and the Province of Ontario in the courts seeking

justice for our Lands, Resources and Revenues.

At the 13th Session of this Forum, we made 4 recommendations

seeking support from this Forum that Canada enter into land, resource

and revenue sharing agreements with the Six Nations; that Canada

abandon the extinguishment criteria in their claims policies; that Six

Nations must provide Free, Prior and Informed Consent before the

passing of any of Canada s legislation affecting our people and for any

intrusion and use of the lands and resources within our Treaty Lands;

and we called upon Canada to create in conjunction with Six Nations a

truly neutral dispute resolution tribunal for resolving our land rights

issues.

At the 14th Session I addressed the many of the ills faced by our Nation

and presented 7 recommendations that Canada, Ontario and the Six

Nations needed to implement for moving forward in a positive Nation

to Nation relationship.

In response, this Forum called upon States to fairly and equitably

redress the long standing unresolved land rights issues through good-

faith negotiations, consistent with the United Nations Declaration and

without extinguishing indigenous peoples' land rights.  



I present to this Forum again today to state that  Free, Prior and

Informed Consent" remains an issue of contention across Canada with

all Indigenous Nations; and that Six Nations remain in the courts

seeking justice for our lands, resources and revenues mismanaged and

neglected by the Crown.

However, guided by the principles and articles of the United Nations

Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, and supported by a

decade of Supreme Court of Canada decisions, Six Nations of the Grand

River are forging ahead and are in active discussions with Canada.

• Our land rights discussions are being framed on the principle for

the perpetual care and maintenance of the Six Nations Peoples.

• Extinguishment of our children s rights to our Haldimand Treaty

Lands are NOT on the table

• Our discussions for moving forward are outside of any Federal

Legislation or Policies arbitrarily put in place without our input or

consent.

• We are proceeding to address our climate change initiative as a

Sovereign Nation directly with the Climate Development

Mechanism of the United Nations. It is our responsibility to

protect Canada s largest Carolinian Forest which is under our

protection on the Six Nations.

The foregoing are some of our initiatives which we will continue to

work on using the tools that have been provided to us.

I want to acknowledge this Permanent Forum on its accomplishments

to date and to say thank you for your hard work and tireless efforts to



get us where we are today. Special gratitude is extended to Grand Chief

Wilton Littlechild and Grand Chief Ed John. You have all given us the

tools for moving forward and helped us focus on where we need to be,

and for that I am truly thankful.

Nia:wen


